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Nwp 3-05.2 Naval Special Warfare Seal Tactics
The complete beginner’s guide to Krav Maga An instructional book
for athletes interested in this type of self-defense Updated edition
that contains the basic rules and new tips to improve your form and
prevent injury This training manual is ideal for anyone curious
about Krav Maga. This noncompetitive self- defense technique
began in the Israeli Defense Force (IDF). The guide’s author, Boaz
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Aviram, has been a member of the IDF for years. Krav Maga brings
together skills and training from many martial arts, ranging from
jiujitsu to judo to boxing. It shares with is students critical lessons
in maintaining awareness and making each strike count in selfdefense. In its instructional and updated edition, Krav Maga: Use
Your Body as a Weapon teaches athletes about their own anatomy
and muscles to help them avoid injury. Aviram provides concrete
and reliable information on how to tackle your opponent int he
more efficient and effective way. Some methods include: Paying
attention to possible escape routes Using your opponent’s weakest
areas to your advantage Using common objects at hand to fight with
Preemptive counterattacks This book offers the basic philosophy
and use of hand-to-hand training as it began, and the author
meticulously describes the basis of each skill to help the reader and
athlete understand it clearly. With more than 1,000 photos and 150
techniques, Krav Maga: Use Your Body as a a Weapon belongs on
the bookshelf of everyone interested in this technique. Skyhorse
Publishing, as well as our Sports Publishing imprint, is proud to
publish a broad range of books for readers interested in
sports—books about baseball, pro football, college football, pro and
college basketball, hockey, or soccer, we have a book about your
sport or your team. In addition to books on popular team sports, we
also publish books for a wide variety of athletes and sports
enthusiasts, including books on running, cycling, horseback riding,
swimming, tennis, martial arts, golf, camping, hiking, aviation,
boating, and so much more. While not every title we publish
becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we
are committed to publishing books on subjects that are sometimes
overlooked by other publishers and to authors whose work might
not otherwise find a home.

Aviation and Airport Security
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Military units and SWAT teams that specialize in Close Quarters
Battle (CQB) typically bring a large force to the fight and often
have numerous supporting assets such as snipers, helicopters and
tactical vehicles. Thus, the scenario of a single Soldier or SWAT
officer having to operate alone is also relatively unlikely and often
receives less attention. However, for ordinary citizens in a homedefense scenario or for police officers responding to an emergency
call, the chances of having to operate alone are quite likely. In these
types of situations, backup is frequently unavailable or will not
arrive in time. The citizens and officers who are forced to operate
on their own face potentially the greatest risk, yet there are almost
no tactical references (books, videos or classes) that provide useful
information on the subject of single-person tactics.This manual and
the associated training courses were developed by a team of experts
with extensive special operations and law-enforcement experience
to help fill the dangerous capability and knowledge gap in the area
of single-person tactics. This manual can provide citizens and
officers with critical, life-saving tactical knowledge that will give
them a marked advantage in an emergency situation. The manual is
designed to be short, easy to read and focused on the most
important information for surviving a real-life emergency. The
manual also uses many pictures and illustrations to accelerate
learning and help students absorb knowledge faster. It covers a wide
range of tactical subjects including -Clearing without entry-Shallow
entry (limited penetration)-Deep entry-Hallways-IntersectionsStairwells-Multiple roomsThe manual also provides specific
suggestions on how to prepare for and deal with likely tactical
scenarios including home invasion, deadly attackers (active
shooter), sniper attacks, armed robbery and hostage situations.

Guns of the Old West
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Game Design Foundations
/Dan Jurgens and Brett Breeding The Man of Steel must cross a
galaxy to hunt down Doomsday, the creature that killed him. But as
Superman gets closer and closer to his quarry, he becomes
Doomsday's prey! This fast-paced story reveals the shocking origin
of Doomsday. Graphic nove

Gun Digest 2017
"What men will fight for seems to be worth looking into," H. L.
Mencken noted shortly after the close of the First World War. Prior
to that war, although many military commanders and theorists had
throughout history shown an aptitude for devising maxims
concerning esprit de corps, fighting spirit, morale, and the like,
military organizations had rarely sought either to understand or to
promote combat motivation. For example, an officer who graduated
from the Royal Military College (Sandhurst) at the end of the
nineteenth century later commented that the art of leadership was
utterly neglected (Charlton 1931, p. 48), while General Wavell
recalled that during his course at the British Staff College at
Camberley (1909-1 0) insufficient stress was laid "on the factor of
morale, or how to induce it and maintain it'' (quoted in
Connell1964, p. 63). The First World War forced commanders and
staffs to take account of psychological factors and to anticipate
wideJy varied responses to the combat environment because, unlike
most previous wars, it was not fought by relatively small and
homogeneous armies of regulars and trained reservists. The
mobilization by the belligerents of about 65 million men (many of
whom were enrolled under duress), the evidence of fairly
widespread psychiatric breakdown, and the postwar disillusion (xiii xiv PREFACE emplified in books like C. E. Montague's
Disenchantment, published in 1922) all tended to dispel
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assumptions and to provoke questions about mo tivation and
morale.

Single-Person Close Quarters Battle
Even by SAS standards, former coalminer and likely Welsh Rugby
international Nike Curtis has had a remarkable career. He has seen
action all over the world- Falklands, Iraq, Bosnia. C.Q.B. is his
story.Expert in the art of close quarter battle, toughened by years of
experience in the heat of the action, Mike Curtis gives the fullest
and most wide-ranging account of life under fire with one of the
world's elite fighting forces.

Report of the Department of the Treasury on the
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms
Investigation of Vernon Wayne Howell Also Known as
David Koresh
From 1962 to 1971, the US military sprayed herbicides over
Vietnam to strip the thick jungle canopy that could conceal
opposition forces, to destroy crops that those forces might depend
on, and to clear tall grasses and bushes from the perimeters of US
base camps and outlying fire-support bases. Mixtures of
2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4-D),
2,4,5-trichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4,5-T), picloram, and
cacodylic acid made up the bulk of the herbicides sprayed. The
main chemical mixture sprayed was Agent Orange, a 50:50 mixture
of 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T. At the time of the spraying,
2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD), the most toxic form of
dioxin, was an unintended contaminant generated during the
production of 2,4,5-T and so was present in Agent Orange and some
other formulations sprayed in Vietnam. Because of complaints from
returning Vietnam veterans about their own health and that of their
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children combined with emerging toxicologic evidence of adverse
effects of phenoxy herbicides and TCDD, the National Academy of
Sciences was asked to perform a comprehensive evaluation of
scientific and medical information regarding the health effects of
exposure to Agent Orange, other herbicides used in Vietnam, and
the various components of those herbicides, including TCDD.
Updated evaluations were conducted every two years to review
newly available literature and draw conclusions from the overall
evidence. Veterans and Agent Orange: Update 2014 is a cumulative
report of the series thus far.

Bug Battle! (Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles)
The secrets of high-frequency trading revealed! “Edgar’s book is
fantastic . . . I recommend it highly.” —Bart Chilton, Commissioner,
United States Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) “I
have interviewed the most successful high-frequency traders in New
York and Chicago, but I have learned so much more by reading
Perez’s book. He covers the most relevant topics we need to know
today and tomorrow.” —Mark Abeshouse, Chairman, Augustus
Capital “Alternating between an annotated timeline of the
development of high-frequency trading and interviews with top highfrequency traders, Perez illuminates the world of speed. All in all,
an enlightening book.” —Brenda Jubin, contributor to Seeking Alpha
“This is a comprehensive and compelling summary of the trading
industry in general, as well as high-frequency trading. If you are
interested in this field or of knowing a critical component of all
future markets—read this book.” —Paul Dowding, Managing
Director, Meridian Equity Partners “Very timely, covers the 2010
Flash Crash and the current high-frequency trading environment.”
—Patrick Sweeney, Vice President, JP Morgan Chase “There is a
new day in trading and speed is the key. Edgar Perez is the poster
child.” —Eugene Steele, Managing Partner, Trading Rooms World
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Wide About the Book: High-frequency traders have been called
many things—from masters of the universe and market pioneers to
exploiters, computer geeks, and even predators. Everyone in the
business of investing has an opinion of speed traders, but how many
really understand how they operate? The shadow people of the
investing world, today’s high-frequency traders have decidedly
kept a low profile—until now. In The Speed Traders, Edgar Perez,
founder of the prestigious business networking community Golden
Networking, opens the door to the secretive world of highfrequency trading (HFT). Inside, prominent figures of HFT drop
their guard and speak with unprecedented candidness about their
trade. Perez begins with an overview of computerized trading,
which formally began on February 8, 1971, when NASDAQ
launched the world’s first electronic market with 2,500 over-thecounter stocks and which has evolved into the present-day practice
of making multiple trades in a matter of microseconds. He then
picks the brains of today’s top players. Manoj Narang (Tradeworx),
Peter van Kleef (Lakeview Arbitrage), and Aaron Lebovitz
(Infinium Capital Management) are just a few of the luminaries who
decided to break their silence and speak openly to Perez. Virtually
all of the expertise available from the world of speed trading is
packed into these pages. You’ll get insight from HFT’s most
influential trailblazers on the important issues, including: The basics
of launching an HFT platform The important role speed traders play
in providing market liquidity The real story behind the “flash crash”
of May 2010 Emerging global HFT markets M&A and
consolidation among the world’s biggest exchanges The Speed
Traders is the most comprehensive, revealing work available on the
most important development in trading in generations. Highfrequency trading will no doubt play an ever larger role as computer
technology advances and the global exchanges embrace fast
electronic access. Essential reading for regulators and investors
alike, The Speed Traders explains everything there is to know about
how today’s high-frequency traders make millions—one cent at a
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The Next Few Seconds
What if you were dropped in the woods with little more than a
knife, your wits, and the (hopefully warm) shirt on your back?
Could you survive? If you’d read this book, the answer is yes!
Survival! It’s one of our most primal fears, most basic needs. What
do you do when everything is stripped away except your will to
prevail? In this book, survival expert Tim MacWelch examines how
native peoples around the world and throughout history have made
their own shelter, weapons, tools, and more, and well as clever
MacGuyver-esque ideas for using anything you might find in your
pockets or pack. Whether your goal is to test yourself against
nature, be prepared for any catastrophe, or learn more about
traditional ways of survival, this is the one book you need.
CHAPTER ONE: Bare Necessities - The stuff you need to survive
short term wilderness emergencies (72 hours to one week) The
Survival Priorities (& why you need them) Shelter, water, fire, food,
first aid and signaling distress Tools of the Minimalist Knife, Axe
and Saw - use and care; Clothing selection Shelters Pick a safe
shelter location; How to build Leaf huts, lean-tos, jungle platforms,
thatched roof, log huts, wicki-ups, pit houses, and more (different
homes for varied climates) Water Gathering and Disinfection
Finding springs, boiling w/ hot rocks, rain and precipitation
collection, water storage, primitive filters, water from plants Fire
Tinder, Kindling, Fire Lays, Flint & Steel, Bow Drill, Hand Drill,
Bamboo Fire Saw, Fire Plow, Pump Drill, and other friction
methods Signaling for Help and Self-Rescue How to signal and
communicate w/ old school techniques; How and when to fight your
way out CHAPTER TWO: Finer Things - Skills and techniques to
collect food, and live more comfortably in the wild (weeks to
months) Foraging for Wild Edible Plants How to identify and use
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wild plant foods; Recipes like our ancestors would have eaten
Trapping Ways to catch game with new and old school, low-tech
traps Primitive Fishing How to catch fish with thorns and other
improvised tackle Ancient Weapons Bow and arrow, spear, Spear
thrower, Bola and sling, primitive forging of metal Hunting Skills
and game processing; 10 things to never do on a hunt Primitive
Tools How to make stone blades, knives, axes, stone drill bits,
mallets and wedges for wood splitting, digging sticks Hygiene
Keeping clean; Natural toilet paper; Soap from plants; DIY latrine
CHAPTER THREE: Long Term Living - The skills of our ancestors
and the things you'd need for long term primitive living (years)
Food Storage Drying, smoking, Food Caches, Freezing Containers
How to make several different basket styles; Bark containers;
Wooden bowls; Soapstone bowls and pots; Primitive ceramics
Hides and Furs DIY buckskin, fur, rawhide and leather; Making
clothes and outerwear (moccasins, mittens, hats, etc.) Primitive
Cooking Cook in the coals; Spits and skewers; Green stick grill;
Rock for frying pan; Stone Ovens, Steam pit, Earth over (in-ground
hearth system) Tracking Man tracking and animal tracking Natural
Navigation How to find your way by using the stars, the landscape,
the weather and many other methods Wild Medicine Teas,
compresses and poultices to help you heal

Lays of Ancient Rome, with Ivry and the Armada
THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR. Nick
Heller, private spy, exposes secrets that powerful people would
rather keep hidden. At the funeral of his good friend Sean, an army
buddy who struggled with opioid addiction, a stranger approaches
Nick with a job. The woman is a member of the Kimball family,
whose immense fortune was built on opiates. Now she wants to
become a whistleblower, exposing evidence that Kimball
Pharmaceutical knew its biggest money-maker was dangerously
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addictive. Nick agrees instantly – but he soon realizes the sins of the
Kimball patriarch are just the beginning. Beneath the surface are the
barely concealed cabals and conspiracies: a twisting story of family
intrigue and lethal corporate machinations. Praise for Joseph Finder:
'Gripping, trenchant and human. One of the best novels I've read
this year' Stav Sherez. 'Stunning I cannot remember when I last read
a book so gripping and so satisfying' Peter James. 'A masterclass in
tension, with complex characters and a twisty plot' J.P. Delaney.

The Ultimate Bushcraft Survival Manual
The former Assault Element Commander with top-secret SEAL
Team 6 offers a firsthand account of previously classified SEAL
operations around the world, clandestine operations involving
combat patrol, reconnaisance missions, counterterrorist operations,
and more along the Mosquito Coast, in the heart of Beirut, and other
locales. Reprint.

Krav Maga
Long range shooting in the United States is as old as this country is
young. Shooters have always had a fascination with shooting at
distance, whether they are plinkers, competitive shooters, or
hunters. The ability to place rifle bullets in the same hole of a target
or kill an animal quickly is a goal to which we all aspire. In recent
years the interest in tactical precision rifles has increased, with
many factory and custom rifle makers plying their art producing
rifles that can easily outperform the ability of many shooters. Expert
Robert A. Sadowski proves to be a masterful instructor on all
aspects related to precision shooting in the Shooter’s Bible Guide to
Tactical Firearms. This Shooter’s Bible guide will help new and
experienced shooters in making smart equipment purchases that
range from rifles and optics to ammunition and gear. The shooting
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school section provides instructions for those of us who have had no
formal training. For experienced shooters, having current
information on hand in one place can be an invaluable resource.
And no Shooter’s Bible guidebook is complete without a detailed
products section showcasing rifles from all across the market. Other
topics covered include: Top 10 long-range rifles Precision rifle
maintenance Anatomy of a riflescope Shooting technique, positions,
and drills And much more! Pick up a copy of the Shooter’s Bible
Guide to Tactical Firearms to learn everything you need to know
about precision, long-range shooting. Skyhorse Publishing is proud
to publish a broad range of books for hunters and firearms
enthusiasts. We publish books about shotguns, rifles, handguns,
target shooting, gun collecting, self-defense, archery, ammunition,
knives, gunsmithing, gun repair, and wilderness survival. We
publish books on deer hunting, big game hunting, small game
hunting, wing shooting, turkey hunting, deer stands, duck blinds,
bowhunting, wing shooting, hunting dogs, and more. While not
every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a
national bestseller, we are committed to publishing books on
subjects that are sometimes overlooked by other publishers and to
authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.

Psychological Operations
Massive anthology of short stories themed around the guerrilla war
waged by the remnants of the three Space Marine Legions
massacred at Isstvan V. Driven almost to the brink of selfdestruction at Isstvan V, the Iron Hands now seek vengeance for the
murder of their primarch Ferrus Manus. Gathering survivors from
the Raven Guard and the Salamanders aboard any vessels capable
of warp travel, these Shattered Legions wage a new campaign of
annihilation against the traitor forces across the galaxy – a
campaign masterminded by legendary warleader Shadrak Meduson.
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This Horus Heresy anthology contains ten short stories by authors
including Dan Abnett, Chris Wraight and John French. Also
included is the novella The Seventh Serpent, where author Graham
McNeill revisits the ragtag crew of the starship Sisypheum as they
are drawn into a war of subterfuge against the Alpha Legion.

The Red Circle
Best-selling author Gabe Suarez provides a graduate-level course in
shooting with lightning speed and dead on target during the
intensity of an actual gun battle. In Tactical Pistol Marksmanship,
Suarez revisits some of the topics in the classic book The Tactical
Pistol and presents even more gun-handling techniques, different
twists on basic skills and unique tricks to help fine-tune how you
aim and fire a gun under stress. Just some of the topics he covers
are the primary requirements for the ideal service pistol according
to combat vets; the rule of thumb for choosing a serious combat
caliber; the 4 most important fundamentals of combat
marksmanship; secrets to shooting in extremely low light situations
when even tritium sights are of no use; the solutions to emergency
failure-to-stop situations; and practical drills you can perform safely
at home.

The Terminal List
Game Design Foundations, Second Edition covers how to design
the game from the important opening sentence, the One Pager
document, the Executive Summary and Game Proposal, the
Character Document to the Game Design Document. The book
describes game genres, where game ideas come from, game
research, innovation in gaming, important gaming principles such as
game mechanics, game balancing, AI, path finding and game tiers.
The basics of programming, level designing, and film scriptwriting
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are explained by example. Each chapter has exercises to hone in on
the newly learned designer skills that will display your work as a
game designer and your knowledge in the game industry."

The Ashes of Waco
The Red Circle: My Life in the Navy SEAL Sniper Corps and How
I Trained America's Deadliest Marksmen BEFORE HE COULD
FORGE A BAND OF ELITE WARRIORS HE HAD TO
BECOME ONE HIMSELF. Brandon Webb's experiences in the
world's most elite sniper corps are the stuff of legend. From his
grueling years of training in Naval Special Operations to his combat
tours in the Persian Gulf and Afghanistan, The Red Circle provides
a rare and riveting look at the inner workings of the U.S. military
through the eyes of a covert operations specialist. Yet it is Webb's
distinguished second career as a lead instructor for the shadowy
"sniper cell" and Course Manager of the Navy SEAL Sniper
Program that trained some of America's finest and deadliest
warriors-including Marcus Luttrell and Chris Kyle-that makes his
story so compelling. Luttrell credits Webb's training with his own
survival during the ill-fated 2005 Operation Redwing in
Afghanistan. Kyle went on to become the U.S. military's top
marksman, with more than 150 confirmed kills. From a candid
chronicle of his student days, going through the sniper course
himself, to his hair-raising close calls with Taliban and al Qaeda
forces in the northern Afghanistan wilderness, to his vivid account
of designing new sniper standards and training some of the most
accomplished snipers of the twenty-first century, Webb provides a
rare look at the making of the Special Operations warriors who are
at the forefront of today's military. Explosive, revealing, and
intelligent, The Red Circle provides a uniquely personal glimpse
into one of the most challenging and secretive military training
courses in the world.
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Dark Heresy
"Feature articles, new product reports, illustrated firearms
catalog"--Cover.

Charles Bukowski
The book is the basis for the first season of The Expanse, a new
original series premiering on Syfy in December 2015. Leviathan
Wakes is James S. A. Corey's first novel in the epic series the
Expanse, a modern masterwork of science fiction where humanity
has colonized the solar system. Two hundred years after migrating
into space, mankind is in turmoil. When a reluctant ship's captain
and washed-up detective find themselves involved in the case of a
missing girl, what they discover brings our solar system to the brink
of civil war, and exposes the greatest conspiracy in human history.
The ExpanseLeviathan WakesCaliban's WarAbaddon's GateCibola
BurnNemesis Games The Expanse Short FictionThe Butcher of
Anderson StationGods of RiskThe ChurnDrive

Warrior Soul
Investigation of the raid on the Branch Davidian compound in
Waco, Texas in 1993, which resulted in the deaths of over seventy
people including leader David Koresh, arguing that the
government's actions were more the result of religious prejudice
than of any suspicion of illegal activity on the part of the group.

Superman/Doomsday
The world is at war, from the steamy jungles of South America to
the high ice of mountain glaciers. This is the third of a five part tale
of global war, and the people under arms, on both sides of the
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conflict. NATO won the Battle of the Atlantic at terrible cost, and
not only in men, women and material but to the planet also. In
Europe the NATO army is close to exhaustion, grimly holding its
ground along the Elbe and Saale rivers, buying time for the US and
Canadian 4 Corps to arrive, but their grit and determination are
frustrating an enemy becoming ever more desperate and a finger
hovers over a button marked 'Nuclear Release'.

The World of Darkness Dogs of War
Rattenkrieg!
From a military commander's perspective, the role of psychological
operations (PSYOP) in the successful planning and execution of
modern military operations is absolutely essential. It is an integral
part of the United States Special Operations Command mission.
Today, the military faces a dynamic and unpredictable world.
PSYOP will remain a valuable instrument in the overall defense
posture and will be a key asset in the fulfillment of U.S. national
policy. This manuscript explores the breadth and depth of
fundamental PSYOP roles, principles and methods. Each article is
an independent effort and together they represent a cross section of
what the best and brightest feel is key to both offensive and
defensive psychological operations. Air University Press.

Shooter's Bible Guide to Tactical Firearms
This Tactical Manual (TM) is the result of more than a quarter
century of experience at the highest professional levels, based on a
solid foundation of SOF selection and training, reinforced by
deployments to multiple conflict zones spanning pre-9/11 and the
current Global War On Terror. The contents of the TM are combat
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proven and time tested small unit tactics employed on Light
Infantry, Special Operations and Paramilitary deployments. The TM
is intended to support training and operations for small tactical
units. The TM utilizes a number of sources, including United States
and British Army doctrine, mixed with training and operational best
practices and lessons learned. The TTPs laid out are ideal for
special operations, light infantry and paramilitary tactical
organizations, based on proven tactical principles. Max Velocity
Tactical operates the Velocity Training Center (VTC) tactical and
leadership training facility near to Romney, West Virginia, where
we provide training for US Special Operations Forces and
Responsible Citizens. MVT has established a reputation on the
leading edge of tactical live fire and force on force training; we are
dedicated to developing tactical excellence.

Tools for Survival
"When lives are at risk, leave nothing to chance." Gunfighting is
short, quick and violent. Operators in the military and law
enforcement adapt to changing environments in the landscape
enemies and criminals create, and they don't play by "good guy"
rules. This book briefly explores history, various systems, reactions
to stress, target acquisition and offers solutions to issues with
contemporary training. Each Operator needs their own style- no
instructor can pull the trigger for them. Because, when the fight
starts, it's all about The Next Few Seconds

Shattered Legions
M16/M4 Handbook
BEFORE HE COULD FORGE A BAND OF ELITE WARRIORS
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HE HAD TO BECOME ONE HIMSELF. Brandon Webb's
experiences in the world's most elite sniper corps are the stuff of
legend. From his grueling years of training in Naval Special
Operations to his combat tours in the Persian Gulf and Afghanistan,
The Making of a Navy SEAL provides a rare and riveting look at
the inner workings of the U.S. military through the eyes of a covert
operations specialist. Yet it is Webb's distinguished second career as
a lead instructor for the shadowy "sniper cell" and Course Manager
of the Navy SEAL Sniper Program that trained some of America's
finest and deadliest warriors—including Marcus Luttrell and Chris
Kyle—that makes his story so compelling. Luttrell credits Webb's
training with his own survival during the ill-fated 2005 Operation
Redwing in Afghanistan. Kyle went on to become the U.S.
military's top marksman, with more than 150 confirmed kills. From
a candid chronicle of his student days, going through the sniper
course himself, to his hair-raising close calls with Taliban and al
Qaeda forces in the northern Afghanistan wilderness, to his vivid
account of designing new sniper standards and training some of the
most accomplished snipers of the twenty-first century, Webb
provides a rare look at the making of the Special Operations
warriors who are at the forefront of today's military. Explosive,
revealing, and intelligent, The Making of a Navy SEAL provides a
uniquely personal glimpse into one of the most challenging and
secretive military training courses in the world.

Building Entry and Room Clearing Tactics
Investigative report of the events leading to the raid of the Branch
Davidian Compound near Waco, Texas, on February 28, 1993.

Tactical Manual
The handy to carry and use handbook of rifle knowledge for all
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owners/users of the M16/M4 rifle/carbine system. Written by two
Special Forces instructors and AR builders this handbook includes
decades of knowledge of this weapon system. The most up-to-date
explanation of the proper corrections to common malfunctions and
how to ensure they don't happen in the future. Maintenance,
inspection, training tips, and common optics used.

Veterans and Agent Orange
Subterfuge and assassination bring this thrilling series to an end.
Despite the odds, the Imperium has triumphed. The orks have been
defeated and the Great Beast is no more. Across the length and
breadth of the galaxy, humankind celebrates its salvation, and
relishes the prospect of a return of peace. But the war against the
orks has riven the political bedrock of the Imperium, exposing its
rotten core. One man, one powerful man, decides he has the
solution, and launches a campaign of destruction so terrible that
thousands of years later his actions will still be viewed with horror.
And all the while, the true enemy watches and waits in the starless
depths of space; an eternal evil that desires only to devour the souls
of every living human soul in the galaxy.

CQB
When Stockman-Fly unleashes an army of insect minions, Raphael
is challenged to overcome his fear of bugs to help his brothers save
the day.

Burners & Black Markets
The Definitive Handbook on Terrorist Threats to Commercial
Airline and Airport SecurityConsidered the definitive handbook on
the terrorist threat to commercial airline and airport security, USAF
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Lieutenant Colonel Kathleen Sweet‘s seminal resource is now
updated to include an analysis of modern day risks. She covers the
history of aviation security

The Speed Traders: An Insider’s Look at the New
High-Frequency Trading Phenomenon That is
Transforming the Investing World
Leviathan Wakes
Roleplaying games.

Tactical Pistol Marksmanship
"Rawles details the tools needed to survive anything from a shortterm disruption to a long-term, grid-down scenario. Field-tested and
comprehensive, Tools for Survival is certain to become a must-have
reference for the burgeoning survivalist/prepper movement"--

House on Fire
The ultimate small-unit combat and survival manual! Easy-to-read
6x9 paperback format NWP 3-05.2 Naval Special Warfare SEAL
Tactics is the US Navy's SEAL Tactical Manual. Within its 537
pages it covers the following topics: Combat Patrols; Ambush and
Counter-ambush; Raids; Insertion and extraction; Explosive
Ordnance; Boobytraps; Jungle Operations; Desert Operations;
Mountain and Arctic Operations; SEAL Fieldcraft; Radio
Communications; SEAL Hand and Arm Signals; SEAL Weapons
and Accessories: SEAL Equipment; Tactical Lessons Learned;
Combat Survival; and much, much more!
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Combat Motivation
The FBI wants to backdoor your smartphone. So does the NSA.
They failed with Apple's iPhone but like most giants they'll try
softer targets - targets that don't fight back. That's why unless
you've got the proper tools to ward them off, they'll return like
surveillance drones. Be ready for them. Buy this book and master
anonymity and give the NSA a burn notice they'll never forget. A
lot of books say install this, avoid that, but here you'll find easy
steps to STARVE THE BEAST. No BS, No fluff, No Lame
Theories, and No Sugar Coating. Just rock-solid tactical strategies
for Tor, Tails & Burner Phones, field-tested and easy to understand.
Read this to learn how to be invisible without LOOKING like
you're trying to be invisible. Anywhere. Covered in Burners &
Black Markets: - Best Burner Phones & Laptops - How to Be
Anonymous on Android. Blackberry. iPhone. Laptops. - Cops &
Cell Phones - Hacking Wireless - Online Privacy & Disaster
Preparedness - Tor & Tails & Android - Anti-Hacker Tricks & The
Latest Wireless Security Solutions - Buyer & Vendor Opsec for
Black Markets - How to Protect Yourself from Scammers, Phishers
& Identity Thieves Makes for an excellent companion piece to
"How to Be Invisible" by J.J Luna & "How to Disappear" by Frank
Ahearn. This book is REQUIRED READING if you want to learn
the Dark Art of Anonymity! Scroll up and click "Look Inside" to
get started!

The Making of a Navy SEAL
Originally written in the 1950s, Guns of the Old West is a factual
account of the guns used during, and after, one of the most
romanticized and often misconstrued periods in American history. It
covers a wide array of firearms, from the smallest of hideaway
pistols - the Derringer - to the largest of Colt's single-action
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revolvers, the more recent Mauser "broomhandle," and the Colt
1911 auto pistol. Illustrated throughout, this book describes not only
the evolution of fighting pistols and rifles during the 1800s and
before, but also the men who created and used them. Of particular
interest is the chapter titled "Frontier Life Insurance" that defines
the code by which men lived and fought with their pistols. It was a
time when the handgun was both a defensive and offensive weapon,
much more than today, when it is considered mainly for defense.
The chapter on "The Long Guns" covers the development of
frontier rifles, from the famous Kentucky rifle of the plains and the
mountain man's Hawken to the ever-popular Winchester lever
actions.

ARMAGEDDON's SONG 3 'FIGHT THROUGH'
Building Entry and Room Clearing Tactics by Scott Kirshner covers
sound tactical principles to prevail in violent encounters during the
worst-case scenario. Covered in this book are foundational
principles for conducting building entry and room clearing whether
you are a law enforcement officer or a law abiding armed civilian.
Team entries and solo entries are covered. Disadvantages of certain
entry techniques are discussed along with reasons why you may
choose not to use these entry methods. Kirshner discusses close
quarter battle to include the rudimentary skills of: -Mindset
-Situational Awareness -Color Codes -OODA Loop. This work
contains insightful and relevant information on the high-risk task of
conducting building entries and room clearing. Commit to WIN,
SURVIVE and PREVAIL against violence and take your skills to
the next level.

The Beheading
The How-to-Win CQB book written specifically for preppers. This
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is the book you have been waiting for. ARMAGEDDON CQB--The
nation's power grid is down for good. It's survival time. Improve
your odds by knowing how to fight and win at Close Quarter Battle.
ARMAGEDDON CQB is like no other book out there and will tell
you the truth about: What is close quarter battle and why you will
need to use it. How to effectively shoot in CQB. The mental
strategies for preparing and winning at CQB. What are your Force
Multipliers. What high-tech tactical gear you must have to win at
close quarter battle at night. How to handle fear in combat. The
TACTICS, TECHNIQUES and PROCEDURES of CQB. How to
treat the unarmed unknown. The essentials of combat trauma.
SPECIAL BONUS CHAPTERS How to CQB from a vehicle and
convoy tactics. How to use CQB during a home invasion. What to
do during an active shooter. Learn the best ways to get into shape
for Armageddon CQB. How to train for Armageddon Close Quarter
Battle.

Armageddon CQB
A Navy SEAL has nothing left to live for and everything to kill for
after he discovers that the American government is behind the
deaths of his team in this ripped-from-the-headlines political thriller
that is “so powerful, so pulse-pounding, so well-written—rarely do
you read a debut novel this damn good” (Brad Thor, #1 New York
Times bestselling author). On his last combat deployment,
Lieutenant Commander James Reece’s entire team was killed in a
catastrophic ambush. But when those dearest to him are murdered
on the day of his homecoming, Reece discovers that this was not an
act of war by a foreign enemy but a conspiracy that runs to the
highest levels of government. Now, with no family and free from
the military’s command structure, Reece applies the lessons that
he’s learned in over a decade of constant warfare toward avenging
the deaths of his family and teammates. With breathless pacing and
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relentless suspense, Reece ruthlessly targets his enemies in the
upper echelons of power without regard for the laws of combat or
the rule of law. With “crackerjack plotting, vivid characters both in
and out of uniform, and a relentless pace to a worthy finish”
(Stephen Hunter, #1 New York Times bestselling author), The
Terminal List is perfect for fans of Vince Flynn, Brad Thor, and
Nelson DeMille.
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